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(1)?????? : ???????? Pair ???
?????????????????????
?????? 
?0 = 0           (on Sf?t=0)                             (2.1) 
   ???????? 
φ 0 = 0          (in D?t=0)                              (2.2) 
???????????????????
?????(2.10)?? ∂φ /∂t ????? 
(2)?????? : ????? 
 x = x0         (on Sb, at t = 0)                           (2.3) 
   ????? 




0=∆φ         (in D)                                        (2.5) 
??????: 






∂ vφ     (on Sb)                     (2.6) 






∂ vφ     (on Sh)                     (2.7) 
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(3) ???? :  
???????????????????
????? 
          ∇φ  ? 0                (on S?)                      (2.9)  
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??????????????????? 
        ∫∫= b bS dsnpF vv                                          (2.13) 
???????????????????
???: 
         ∫∫−= b bS dsndt


































φ                          (3.2) 
  ??????? 
            ∇⋅∇+∂
∂= φ
tDt
D                                       (3.3) 








Schultz ? Beck (1990)??? the DELTA method 
?????????????????????









 Ld = ld(Dm)α                                              (3.4) 
    ??  ld  ?????????????????
Dm ???/????(mesh/panel size)?????
??????????;???????????
??????  α  ??????????????
??????????????? 
Cao et al. (1991a) ??α?(α=0, 0.5, 1)???











? 3.7 ????????(Cao et al(1991)) 
??????????? 
4-1??????? 









???(wave overturn)?? Grosenbaugh and Yeung 
(1989)?????????(wave overturn)???













? 4.2 ???????????? VEL = Fd *( 1.  
- EXP( -0.25 * TIME ) )??? 
? (4.1)Froude Number?Fd??????












???? 4.6 (a)?????????? Fd=1.0?
?? t=5.2?????????????? 4.7 (a)
?????????? Fd=1.2??? t=0.4~4.2?
????????????? 4.8 (a)?????
????? Fd=1.1??? t=5.20 ???????
??????? 4.9 (a)??????????
Fd=1.1??? t=4.76 ???????????
??? 4.10 (a)?????????? Fd=1.2??
? t=4.20?????????????? 4.11 (a)
?????????? Fd=1.3??? t=3.76 ?
???????????? 









Grosenbaugh and Yeung (1989)????????
?? 4.5(c)? 4.5(d)?4.8(c)? 4.8(d)?4.9(c)?
4.9(d) ?4.11(c)? 4.11(d)???? 
?? 4.8 ???????????? Fd?
1.0 ????????????? 4.8(a)????
? 4.88 ?????????????? 0.7??
?? 4.8(c)??? 4.88 ???????????
????(wave overturn)??????????

















? 4.3 (a) ????????? Fd=0.5??? 
t=7.2?????????????????? 
 
? 4.3 (b)  ????????? Fd =0.5??? 






? 4.4 (a)  ????????? Fd=0.6???
t=6.4?????????????????? 
 
? 4.4 (b) ????????? Fd =0.6??? t ?








? 4.5 (b)  ????????? Fd =0.8??? t ?





? 4.6 (a)  ????????? Fd =1.0??? t ?
0.4 ? 5.20 ????????????????
 
? 4.6 (b)  ???(2002)????????? Fd 
=1.0??? t ? 0.4? 4.88??????????
?????? 
 
? 4.7 (a)  ????????? Fd =1.2??? t ?




? 4.7(b)  ????????? Fd =1.2??? t ?
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